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INTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL DAMMAM 
MIDDLE SECTIONS (BMS/GMS) 

MIDTERM WORKSHEET 2022-23 
CLASS: VII                       SUBJECT: -MATHEMATICS 
 

CH.1 INTEGERS 

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS: 

1. When (-1) is multiplied by itself 50 times, the product is ___________ 
2. (-53) ÷ [(-50) + (-3)] = __________ 
3. [(-3) + 9] ÷ [15 + (-12)] = ___________ 
4. (-30) × (-2) × (-5) = __________ 
5. (-7) + [19 + (-4)] = [(-7) + 19] + __________ 
6. Write down a pair of integers whose:- 

(i) Sum is (-10)          (ii) Difference is (-3)         (iii) Sum is zero 
7. Gokul deposits Rs. 5000 in his bank account and withdraws Rs. 2375 from it the next day. Find 

the balance in his account after the withdrawal? 
8. A plane is flying 6000m above the sea level. At a particular line, it is exactly above a submarine, 

which is 900m below the sea level. What is the vertical distance between them? 
9. Using suitable properties, find:- 
a) (-63) × (-29) + 63  
b) 35 × (-45) + (-45) × 65 
c) 8 × 47 × 125 
d) (-27) × (-39) 
e) (-12) × (-4) × (-25) × 10 
10. In an examination paper, there are 15 questions. 5 marks are awarded for every correct answer, 

(-2) marks are awarded for every incorrect answer and 0 marks for questions not attempted.  
a) Sangeetha gets 8 correct and 7 incorrect answers. What is her score? 
b) Anjali gets 9 correct and 3 incorrect answers and the rest are not attempted. What is her score? 
11. In a class test, 3 marks are awarded for every correct answer and (-2) marks are awarded for 

every incorrect answer and 0 marks for not attempting any question.  
a) Ashok scored 33 marks. If he has got 15 correct answers, how questions have he attempted 

incorrectly? 
b) Rahul scored (-4) marks in his test though he has got 6 correct answers. How many questions 

has he attempted incorrectly? 
12. An elevator descends into a mine shaft at the rate of 6m per minute. What will be its position 

after 1 hour? If it begins to descend from 12m above the ground, what will be its position after 
40 minutes? 

13. An elevator descends into a mine shaft at the rate of 5m per minute. If the descend starts from 
15m above the ground, how long will it take to reach 350m deep from the ground? 

14. A cement company earns a profit of Rs. 10 per bag of white cement sold and a loss of Rs. 7 per 
bag of grey cement sold.  

a) The company sells 4000 bags of white cement and 6000 bags of grey cement in a month. What 
is its profit or loss? 

b) What is the number of white cement bags it must sell to have neither profit nor loss, if the 
number of grey bags sold is 5000 bags? 
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15. At Lahulspiti, the temperature was -4⸰c on Tuesday and then it dropped by 3⸰c on Wednesday. 
What was the temperature on Wednesday? On Thursday, it rose by 5⸰c. What was the 
temperature on this day? 

CHAPTER - 2 - FRACTIONS AND DECIMALS 

   1. To multiply a whole number with a proper or an improper fraction, we multiply the whole number             
with the numerator of the fraction, keeping the denominator ________ 
   2. When two proper fractions are multiplied, the product is ________ than each of the fractions. 
   3. The product of two improper fractions is ________ than each of the two fractions. 

   4.    Of   = ______ 

   5. The expanded form of 567.249 = _____________ 

   6. Find (a)   + 5   ,  (b) 2  - 1    , (c) 
  

  X    , (d)  ÷       

   7. Express the following in the units given in brackets: -  
     (a) 75ps (Rs), (b) 89 Rs 45Ps (Rs), (c)10m 56cm (m), (d) 3249 gm (Kg)  
   8. Multiply: -  
     (a) 6.16 X 5.8, (b) 40.73 X 4, (c) 53.8 × 10, (d) 9.2 × 100, (e) 1.07 × 1000 
   9. Divide: -    
    (a) 0.976 ÷ 10, (b) 8.30 ÷ 100, (c) 0.4 ÷ 1000, (d) 0.0064 ÷8, (e) 9.4 ÷0.47 

  10. A rope of length 84m is cut into pieces each of length 5  m.  How many pieces are obtained? 

  11. Rohit studies for 5  hours daily. He devotes 1  hours of his time for English and 1  hours for   

Mathematics. How much time does he devote for other subjects? 

  12. Riya plants 5 saplings in a row in a garden. The distance between two adjacent saplings is  m.  

Find the distance between first and last saplings? 
  13. Linu bought 5 kg 350 g Apples and 4 kg 400 g Bananas. Rinu bought 6kg 250 g Oranges and 4 
kg 200 g Mangoes. Who bought more fruits and by how much? 
  14. A vehicle covers 56.1 km in 3.4 litres of petrol. How much will it cover in one litre of petrol? 
  15. The length and breadth of a rectangular plot are 15.5 m and 9.6 m respectively. Find the area of 
the plot? 
                                          CH.3 DATA HANDLING 
FILL IN THE BLANKS. 
  1. The difference between the highest and the lowest observation is called ___________. 
  2.____________ is a collection of numbers gathered to give some information. 
  3.____________ is defined as sum of observations divided by number of observations. 
  4. The ____________of a set of observations is the observation that occurs most often. 
  5.___________refers to the value which lies in the middle of data when arranged in increasing or   
decreasing order. 
  6. The number of times a particular observation occurs is called____________ 
  7. A  ______________ is a representation of data using bars of uniform width. 
  8. Find the mean of the first five whole numbers. 
  9. When a die is thrown what is the probability of getting an even number? 
 10.________________graphs help to compare two collections of data at a glance. 
 ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS. 
1. A cricketer scores the following runs in 11 innings 

76, 0, 85, 39, 48, 56, 100, 81,10,75,90 
 Find the: 
(i) Maximum and the minimum runs scored by the cricket player 
(ii) Range of the runs scored.   (iii) Mean of runs scored. 
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2. The weights (in kg.) of 11 students of a class are: 
   44,31,40,35,38,44,40,40,36,42,44 
 (i) Find the mode and median of this data. 
 (ii) Is there more than one mode? 
3. There are 10 cards in a box with numbers from 1 to 10 marked on each of them. 
(i) What is the probability of drawing a card with number 5? 
(ii) What is the probability of drawing a card which is multiple of 3? 
4. Read the bar graph which shows mobiles sold by a shop 
during five consecutive months and answer the following questions: 

 
(i) About how many mobiles were sold in January? March? 
(ii) In which month were about   58 mobiles sold? About 25 mobiles sold? 
(iii) In which month were fewer than 35 mobiles sold? 
5. Number of children in five different classes are given below. Represent the data on a bar graph. 

Class  Sixth Seventh Eight 
 

Ninth 
 

Tenth 
 

Number 
of 
children 

400 350 285 320 225 

(a) How would you choose a scale? 
(b) Which class has the maximum number of children? And the minimum? 
(c) In how many classes the children are less than 300? 
(d) Find the ratio of students of class sixth to the students of class ninth. 
6. The monthly expenditure of a person for two consecutive months is given in the table below. Draw a 
double bar graph choosing appropriate scale and answer the following: 

Expenditure Grocery 
 

Rent 
 

Electricity bill 
 

Transportation  
 

Medicines 

MARCH 670₹ 800₹ 380₹ 510₹ 350₹ 
APRIL 700₹ 1000₹ 550₹ 600₹ 750₹ 

  
(i) In which month, the money spent on electricity is less? 
(ii) What is the total expenditure in each month? 
(iii) In which month the rent is increased? And by how much? 
7. The performance of a student in unit test 1 and unit test 2 is given. Draw a double bar 
graph choosing appropriate scale and answer the following: 
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Subject English 
 

Hindi 
 

Maths 
 

Science 
 

S. science 
 

Unit test 1 12 16 15 10 15 
Unit test 2 18 15 18 15 17 

 (i) In which subject, has the child improved his performance the most? 
(ii) In which subject is the improvement the least? 
(iii) Has the performance gone down in any subject? 
 

CH. -4 SIMPLE EQUATION 

1. Fill in the blanks: 
(a) The value of the variable which makes the equations a true statement is called the____________of 
the equation. 
(b) Any term of an equation may be taken from one side to the other with a change in its sign. This 
process is called_________________. 
(c) An__________________is a statement of equality which contains one or more unknown variables. 

     2. Make equations for given statements: 
    (a) 4 less from thrice a number m is 14. 
    (b) A number x divided by 4 gives 3. 
    (c) 7 less than a number x is 4. 
    (d) Nine added to four fifths of a number gives 12. 
    (e) x subtracted from 3 gives 7 

3. Solve the equations: 

(a) 3(x−1) +7 = 11                                         (f) 3y −   =  

(b) 1 =   − 8                                                (g)       =         

(c) 
( )

  − 2 = −1                                          (h) 2n – 5 = 15               

(d) 20 − 2(x−5) =24                                        (i)  12 - 3y = 6 
(e) 3(y − 7) + 9 = 0                                         (j)  7( y + 8) = 21 
 
4. If you add 3 to one-third of a number, you get 30, find the number. 
5. Sangeeta’s fathers age is four years less than five-times Sangeeta’s age. Her father age is 36 
years, find her age. 
6. Gagan is thinking of a number. He subtracted one from it and multiplied the difference by 5     to 
get 15. Find the number. 
7. The length of the rectangular field is twice it’s breadth. If the perimeter of the field is  
96 m, find its length and breadth. 

 
CH.5   LINES AND ANGLES  

Choose the correct answer: 
1. When the sum of the measures of two angles is 180°, the angles are called 
(a) Adjacent angles   (b) complementary angles (c) supplementary angles 
 
2. Which of the following statements is true? 
(a)Two acute angles can be supplementary.         
(b)Two right angles can be supplementary. 
(c)Two obtuse angles can be supplementary.      
(d)One obtuse angle and one acute angle cannot be supplementary 
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3. Which of the following statements is false? 
(a)Two vertically opposite angles can be acute 
(b)Two vertically opposite angles can be obtuse 
(c)Two vertically opposite angles can be right angles 
(d)Two vertically opposite angles may be unequal 
 
4. In the following figure, ∠ AOB and ∠ BOC are 

(a) complementary angles 

(b) supplementary angles 

(c) adjacent angles 

(d) none of these 
 

 

5. In the following figure, if ∠1 + ∠3 = 120°,  

   then ∠2 + ∠4 is equal to 
 
      (a) 60°             (b) 120°  
      (c) 240°           (d)    80° 
 
 
 

6. Find the value of y.  
 
 
 
 
7. Which of the following pairs of angles form a linear pair? 

   
      
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8. If the complement of an angle is 28 degree, then find the supplement of the angle. 
 
9. In the figure given below, given that ∠1 = 65o,  
   Find all other angles. 
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10. From the given figure,  
      Write all pairs of adjacent angles. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

11. In Figure, AB and CD are parallel lines 

     intersected by a transversal PQ  

     at  L  and M respectively. If ∠LMD = 35o. Find ∠ALM and ∠PLA. 
 
 
 
12. In the figure given below, if l ∥ m, n ∥ p  
     and ∠1 = 85o, find ∠2 and ∠ 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
13. Find the value of 'x' in the below given diagrams. 

 
 

 

14. Write the pairs of corresponding angles, interior angles,  

exterior angles, interior opposite angles and  

the angles on the same side of the transversal 
 
 
 
 
 
15. Two supplementary angles are in the ratio 2: 7, find the larger angle. 
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CH: 6 TRIANGLES AND ITS PROPERTIES 

1. How many medians a triangle can have? 

2. Find the value of x in the adjoining figure. 

 

 

 

3. A triangle in which two sides are of equal lengths is called ………………….. . 

4. In the Pythagoras property, the triangle must be …………….. . 

5. Find the value of x in this figure. 

 

 

 

6. Find the value ‘of x in given figure. 

 

 

 

7. Find the value of x: 

 

 

8. If one angle of a triangle is 60° and the other two angles are in the ratio 1: 2, then find the angles. 

9. Find the value of x and y 

        

 

 

 

10. Here CD || AB.  Find the value of x and y 

 

11. Find the unknown value: - In the triangle ABC, B= 90°, AB = 3cm, BC = 4cm, AC =? 

12. PQR is a triangle, right-angled at P. If PQ = 10 cm and PR = 24 cm, find QR. 

13. A ladder 10m long is leaning against a wall. The foot of the ladder is 8m away from the wall. Find 
the height up to which the ladder reaches the wall.  

14. The with e length of the diagonal of a rectangular garden is 34m. If its longer side measures 30m, 
find the length of the shorter side of the garden. 

15 Mohini walks 1200m due East and then 500m due North. How far is she from her starting point? 
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CH.7 CONGRUENCE OF TRIANGLES 

1. Two-line segments are congruent if they have ____________. 
2. Which angle is included between the sides DE and EF of ∆DEF? 
3. In ∆PQR and ∆XYZ, PQ = XY. To prove ∆PQR ≅ ∆XYZ by ASA congruence criterion, what additional 
information’s are needed? 
4. If ∆ABC≅ ∆LMN, write the parts of LMN that corresponds to  
      (i) <B    (ii) BC   (iii) AC  
5. If ∆CAT ≅ ∆FUN under the correspondence CAT ↔ FUN, write all the corresponding congruent parts 
of the triangle. 
    II. Examine whether the following triangles are congruent or not. In case of congruence, state the     
three pairs of equal parts, the congruence rule and write the result in symbolic form. 
6. 

 

 

 

7.                                                                                                     8.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.                                                                                10.                                                          

 

11.                                                                                                          12. 

 

 

 

 

 

13.                                                                        14.                    

  

 

 

 

15. In the figure ,measures of sides and angles of PQR and LMN are given.Which of the following 
statements are true? 
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(i) ∆LMN ≅∆ PQR    (ii)  ∆LMN ≅∆QPR  (iii) ∆ LMN ≅∆QRP       

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CH.15 VISUALISING SOLID SHAPES 
 

Dimensions: 

Dimension is a measurable length along a direction. 
Dimensions are length, breadth (or width) or height (or depth). 
A point is dimensionless. 

2D Figures: 

Two-dimensional figures have length and breadth or width 
They are usually plane figures, like squares, rectangles and circles 

3D or three-dimensional shapes: 

Solid shapes have length, breadth or width and depth or 
height. They are called 3D or three-dimensional shapes. 
Example: Cuboids, Cylinders, Spheres and Pyramids 
Faces, edges and vertices: 

The corners of a solid shape are called its vertices. The line segment joining two vertices is 
called an edge, or when two planes of a solid meet it forms an edge. 
The surfaces of a solid shape are called as its face. 
The table below shows the number of faces, edges, and vertices some solid shapes have. 

 
Nets for Building 3-D Shapes: 
A net is a skeleton outline of a solid that can be folded to make it. The same solid can 
have several types of nets. 
Drawing Solids on a Flat Surface: 
Solid shapes can be drawn on a flat surface (like paper) realistically. We call this 

1

1
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representation of a 3-D solid. 
Example: A net for a cube box. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Oblique Sketches 
An oblique sketch does not have proportional lengths. Still, it conveys all important 
aspects of the appearance of the solid. 

Isometric Sketches 
An isometric sketch is drawn on an isometric dot paper. In an isometric sketch of the 
solid, the measurements are kept proportional. 

 

Visualising Solid Objects 
Visualising solid shapes is a very useful skill. For this, the ability to see ‘hidden’ parts 
of the solid shape is required. 

 

Work Sheet 
1. Fill in the blanks: 

a) Plane figures are of dimensions and solid shapes are of dimensions. 

b) The corners of a solid shapes are called its    

c) Flat face of sold shape is called    

d) A is a skeleton – outline of a solid that can be folded to make a 3D 
shape 

e) The line segments of its skeleton are its    

f) The two sketches of a solid are and    

g) The sketch of a solid in which the measurement are kept proportional is    

   2. Insert the suitable number in the blank to make nets of dice 
 

a) b) 
 
 

  3. Can this be a net for a die? Explain your answer? 
 
 2 1 
 4 3  

6 5  

  

4. Match the net with appropriate solid 

 
    

  4 5 
 6 
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     5. If the length of each die is 2 cm what are the dimensions of cuboid formed when 4 dice are 
placed side by side? 

6. Three cubes each with 3 cm edge are places side by side to form a cuboid then what could be its 
length breadth and height? 

7. Two dice are placed side by side. Can you what the total would be on the face opposite to                             
a) 5 + 6             b) 4 + 3     c) 2 + 1 

8. Identify the net which can be used to make cubes (Cutout copies of net and try it) 

a) b) c) 
 
 
 
 

d) e) f) 
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